No similarities between the Wakefield report on measles, mumps and rubella- vaccine and the Swedish report on traumatic shaking.
Since its publication in 2016, the Swedish systematic literature review of traumatic shaking (1) has attracted a number of critical comments (2-5). In one of the more comprehensive criticisms, parallels were drawn regarding the consequences, between the Swedish report and a study by Dr Andrew Wakefield published in The Lancet in 1998 (6,7). Wakefield and his 12 coauthors suggested that in eight out of twelve cases the measles-mumps-rubella (MMR) vaccination caused chronic enterocolitis, leading in turn to regressive autism (6,7). The Lancet retracted the Wakefield paper twelve years later when it became clear that the study cases were highly selected, that the observations of signs and symptoms were severely biased - if not fabricated - and finally that the study had violated research ethical standards (7,8).